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In Brief
Sensory stimuli can induce innate
behaviors of animals important for their
survival. Liang et al. show that via a
corticotectal projection, visual cortex not
only modulates flash light induced
transient suspension of locomotion, but
also can directly drive the behavior.
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Innate defense behaviors (IDBs) evoked by threat-
ening sensory stimuli are essential for animal sur-
vival. Although subcortical circuits are implicated in
IDBs, it remains largely unclear whether sensory cor-
tex modulates IDBs and what the underlying neural
pathways are. Here, we show that optogenetic
silencing of corticotectal projections from layer 5
(L5) of the mouse primary visual cortex (V1) to the
superior colliculus (SC) significantly reduces an SC-
dependent innate behavior (i.e., temporary suspen-
sion of locomotion upon a sudden flash of light as
short as milliseconds). Surprisingly, optogenetic
activation of SC-projecting neurons in V1 or their
axon terminals in SC sufficiently elicits the behavior,
in contrast to othermajor L5 corticofugal projections.
Thus, via the same corticofugal projection, visual
cortex not only modulates the light-induced arrest
behavior, but also can directly drive the behavior.
Our results suggest that sensory cortex may play a
previously unrecognized role in the top-down initia-
tion of sensory-motor behaviors.
INTRODUCTION
Innate defense behaviors invoked by natural threatening sensory
stimuli (Bordi and LeDoux, 1992; LeDoux, 2012; Motta et al.,
2009; Yilmaz andMeister, 2013) are essential for animal survival.
In nocturnal rodents, an expanding dark visual stimulus above
the animal, which is analogous to a looming shadow indicating
an approaching aerial predator, triggers two types of protective
behavior: the animal either dashes for cover underneath an opa-
que nest (Wallace et al., 2013; Yilmaz andMeister, 2013) or stops
moving and stands completely motionless for an extended
period of time (Yilmaz and Meister, 2013). The latter behavior,
called ‘‘freezing,’’ may render the detection of the prey animal
more difficult. Simpler visual stimuli such as increasing illumina-tion can also evoke a variety of behaviors that may indicate fear
or anxiety. For instance, lighting differentials evoke a preference
for dark, whereby rats tend to avoid brightly illuminated places
(Godsil and Fanselow, 2004; Williams, 1971). Bright illumination
evokes thigmotaxis (a tendency to stay near walls), a behavior
that can reduce detectability and threats of attack from behind
and above (Godsil and Fanselow, 2004; Valle, 1970). In an
open-field arena, the onset and termination of bright light tempo-
rarily increase locomotion in rats (Godsil and Fanselow, 2004).
This has been thought as an exploratory response geared at
investigating surroundings—protective behavior before encoun-
tering predators. These studies suggest that bright light may be a
danger signal for rodents.
Midbrain structures including the superior colliculus (SC),
inferior colliculus (IC), and periaqueductal gray (PAG) have
been implicated in the production of unconditioned or innate
defense behaviors (Branda˜o et al., 2005; McHaffie et al.,
2005; Sahibzada et al., 1986; Schenberg et al., 2005; Sudre´
et al., 1993). Anatomically midbrain colliculi receive abundant
corticofugal projections from sensory cortices (Comoli et al.,
2012; McHaffie et al., 1993; Oh et al., 2014; Wang and Burkhal-
ter, 2013). The superficial layers of SC receive massive inputs
from the primary visual cortex (V1), and visual inputs to the
deeper layers of SC arise predominantly from the secondary
visual cortices (Comoli et al., 2012; Harting et al., 1992; Harvey
and Worthington, 1990). It is natural to speculate that sensory
cortex may relay processed information (e.g., contextual infor-
mation and information on the evaluated threatening nature of
stimuli), to the colliculi. However, the role of sensory cortex in
naturally induced innate behaviors and the neural circuits under-
lying the cortical impacts on these behaviors have remained
poorly understood.
In this study, we intended to develop a behavioral assay that is
amenable to easy quantification of response levels. This allowed
us to investigate the neural pathways underlying an identified
visually induced innate behavior (i.e., temporary suspension of
locomotion upon a sudden flash of light). By combining optoge-
netic manipulations of activity of different neural structures, we
revealed that the behavior depended on intact SC activity and
that specific corticofugal circuits played a critical role in modu-
lating and driving this behavior.Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 755
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Figure 1. A Light-Induced Temporary Arrest Behavior
(A) Schematic drawing of a running test. Two housing chambers were connected with a tunnel. While the mouse was running in the tunnel, its passing an infrared
sensor (red dash line) triggered a flash of white light (1 s duration) at the end of the tunnel in front of it. The mouse stopped transiently and then resumed running
through the tunnel.
(B) Left, time course of the distance of the animal from chamber A for a representative mouse. Arrowmarks the onset of flash (time zero). Right, running speed of
the same animal. V0, V1, and V2 represent the baseline speed, minimum speed due to the suspension of motion, and recovered speed, respectively.
(C) Plot of V0, V1, and V2 for eight animals. Data points for the same animal are connected with lines. ***p < 0.001, paired t test. Solid symbol representsmean ± SD.
(D) Head-fixed preparation. The mouse was restrained via a head post and was allowed to run freely on a rotatable plate. While the animal was running, a flash of
light was applied via an optic fiber in front of the right eye with the left eye blocked. The running speed (V) was monitored in real time.
(E) Record of speed for a representative mouse (averaged over 20 trials). Time zero is the onset of flash.
(F) Plot of V0, V1, and V2 over 20 trials for the same animal. Data points for the same trial are connected with lines. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(G) Plot of average V0, V1, and V2 for 21 animals. Solid symbol represents mean. Bar: SD. ***p < 0.001, paired t test. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(H) Plot of MI versus V0. Correlation coefficient = 0.025.
(I) Example speed records of a mouse in response to 0.2 s, 1 s, and 5 s flash, respectively.
(J) Comparison of modulation indices under 1.6 ms, 0.04 s, 0.2 s, 1 s, and 5 s flash. There is no significant difference (p > 0.05, one-way ANOVA test, n = 6 animals
in each group). Bar: SD.
(K) MI versus intensity of flash. Bar: SD; n = 5 animals.RESULTS
Light-Induced Temporary Arrest Behavior
We first examined visually induced behavioral reactions using
simple stimuli such as a flash. We observed that when a mouse
was running in a tunnel connecting two chambers, a sudden
flash of white light (1 s duration) at the end of the tunnel in front
of it induced a fast transient stop of the animal, which then756 Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.resumed running through the tunnel (Figures 1A and 1B). Such
quick suspension of locomotion upon an unanticipated stimulus,
whichwe termed ‘‘temporary arrest behavior,’’ appeared distinct
from the freezing behavior under looming stimuli, which is char-
acterized by complete and sustained immobilization (Yilmaz and
Meister, 2013). Nonetheless, the arrest behavior is possibly
defensive and protective, similar to freezing, as it allows the an-
imal to avoid immediate threats and to have a better surveillance
of its surroundings. It occurred on the first trial in each tested
animal, and could be reliably induced in all the animals (Fig-
ure 1C). Thus, we reason that such behavior is most likely innate.
To study the neural circuits underlying the observed behavior,
we employed a head-fixed preparation so that the response
could be easily quantified. The mouse was trained to run on a
rotatable plate, and the running speed was recorded in real
time (Figure 1D). Similar to what was observed for freely moving
mice, a 1 s flash of light in front of the right eye (with the left eye
blocked) resulted in a fast reduction of its running speed to nearly
zero within 1 s after the onset of flash, after which the animal
quickly resumed running, as reflected by the recovered speed
(Figure 1E). Such quick suspension of motion could be observed
reliably in every testing trial in an individual animal (Figure 1F),
and was observed for all the animals tested (n = 21 mice, Fig-
ure 1G). On average, the reduction of speed started at 0.55 ±
0.08 s (n = 21) after the onset of flash, and it took another
0.12 ± 0.09 s for the reduction to reach the half-maximum level.
To quantify the magnitude of the behavioral response, we used a
modulation index (MI), which was defined as the change of
running speed relative to the baseline speed (V0  V1) divided
by the V0. MI = 0 indicates no change in running speed, and
MI = 1 indicates a full stop of the animal. In our tested population
of mice, a great majority of them exhibited an MI > 0.6, with a
mean value of 0.73 ± 0.12 (Figure 1H). In addition, there was
no correlation between MI and V0 (Figure 1H). These data indi-
cate that the suspension of motion was nearly complete and
was relatively independent of the running status of the animal.
Flash durations as short as 0.2 s and even 1.6 ms resulted in a
similar response level, and increasing the duration to 5 s did
not further increase the response magnitude (Figures 1I and
1J), although it took the animal longer to recover its speed as
the duration of flash increased (time to recover to the half level:
0.90 ± 0.63 s for 1.6-ms flash; 0.96 ± 0.57 s for 0.2 s flash;
1.50 ± 0.47 s for 1 s flash; and 3.19 ± 0.48 s for 5 s flash). On
the other hand, the behavioral response depended critically on
the intensity of flash and appeared saturated at moderately
high intensity levels (Figure 1K). Finally, the response magnitude
was relatively stable within a 30 min testing window, after which
there was a progressive adaptation of the behavior (Figure S1A).
However, a 30 min resting period without applying flash stimula-
tion allowed a full recovery of the behavior (Figure S1A). Based
on this information, we limited the duration of our testing ses-
sions to 30 min in the following experiments.
Dependency of the Arrest Behavior on SC
The SC has been implicated in the production of innate defense
behaviors (Schenberg et al., 2005). We next examined whether
visual pathways through the SC mediated the behavior currently
observed. Since the retinal input to the SC is bilateral with a
dense contralateral projection and a sparse ipsilateral one
(Dhande and Huberman, 2014; Lemke and Reber, 2005), we
silenced the SC bilaterally by local injections of muscimol (see
Experimental Procedures). Using fluorescent muscimol, we
confirmed that the drug was largely restricted within the SC
structure after the injection (Figure 2A). The effectiveness of
muscimol was demonstrated by the blockade of spike re-
sponses to flash stimuli in the SC contralateral to the eye stimu-lated (Figure 2B). Silencing of the SC greatly suppressed the
behavior (Figure 2C). On average, its magnitude was reduced
by 76% (Figure 2D). This reduction could not be attributed to
the behavioral adaption over time, since the animal was allowed
to rest for at least 30 min before testing again after muscimol in-
jections. The small residual response might be explained by two
reasons: (1) the SC structure might not be completely silenced
because of its relatively large volume or (2) visual pathways
through structures other than the SC might also contribute to
the behavior. In any case, our results suggest that SC is a major
contributor in mediating the temporary arrest behavior.
Modulation of the Temporary Arrest Behavior by V1
The SC receives direct input from the ipsilateral primary visual
cortex (V1) and surrounding regions (Comoli et al., 2012; Harvey
and Worthington, 1990; McHaffie et al., 1993; Oh et al., 2014). A
straightforward question is whether V1 also plays a role in the
visually evoked behavior. To silence the V1, we optogenetically
activated parvalbumin (PV)-positive inhibitory neurons (Li et al.,
2013b; Lien and Scanziani, 2013). We injected an adeno-
associated viral (AAV) vector encoding double-floxed inverted
channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) fused with EYFP (i.e., AAV-DIO-
ChR2-EYFP) (Fenno et al., 2011) into the V1 of PV-Cre mice (Fig-
ure 2E). Weeks later, blue LED light (470 nm) was applied to the
visual cortical surface through an optic fiber, with the tip of the
fiber covered by dark stained agar to minimize the leakage of
LED light (see Experimental Procedures). Loose-patch record-
ings from fast-spiking cells confirmed that PV neurons could
be activated by the LED light (Figures S2A–S2C). Loose-patch
recordings in L5 of the V1 contralateral to the stimulated eye
further confirmed that excitatory cell responses to flash could
be completely silenced by a train of LED light pulses (20 ms
pulse, at 25 Hz) (Figure 2F, top panel). When the V1 was optoge-
netically silenced, visually evoked responses of neurons in the
SC on the same side were significantly reduced (Figure 2F, bot-
tom panel). This result suggests that V1 activity enhances SC re-
sponses in normal conditions and is consistent with a recent
study showing that the magnitude of SC responses to looming
shadows is reduced after the V1 is silenced (Zhao et al., 2014).
To test the effect of V1 silencing on the behavior, we interleaved
flash stimulation without and with LED illumination. We found
that LED illumination resulted in a robust reduction of the behav-
ioral response induced by flash stimulation (Figure 2G). On
average, MI was reduced by 33% (Figure 2H). This result indi-
cates that V1 indeed contributes to the arrest behavior by modu-
lating and, to be more specific, enhancing its amplitude.
V1 Modulation through Corticofugal Projections
to the SC
To test if V1 modulates the arrest behavior through corticofugal
projections to the SC, we injected AAV-CAG-FLEX-ArchT-GFP
into the V1 of wild-type mice (Figure 2I). This labeled corticotec-
tal axons in the SC, which were found distributed primarily in the
superficial layer of this structure (Figure 2I, right), consistent with
previous anatomical studies (Harting et al., 1992; Harvey and
Worthington, 1990). Green LED light (530 nm) was applied to
the surface of the SC ipsilateral to the injected V1 (Figure S2D),
as to suppress activity of ArchT-expressing corticotectal axons.Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 757
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Figure 2. Dependence on SC and Modulation by the Corticotectal Projection to SC
(A) Experimental condition: fluorescent muscimol was injected into the SC bilaterally. Right, image showing the spread of muscimol. Scale bar: 500 mm. d: dorsal;
l: lateral.
(B) Raster plot (upper) and peri-stimulus spike time histogram (PSTH) for multi-unit spike responses (20 trials, bin size = 5ms) to a train of flashes (50 ms duration,
10 Hz, each pulse marked by a vertical bar) before (left) and after (right) the bilateral injections of muscimol into the SC, recorded in the superficial layer of SC.
(C) Average speed profile of a mouse before (black) and after (red) the muscimol injection.
(D) Comparison of modulation indices before and after silencing the SC. ***p < 0.001, paired t test. n = 8 animals. Data points for the same animal are connected
with a line. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(E) Experimental condition: AAV-DIO-ChR2 was injected into the V1 region of PV-Cre mice. Weeks later, blue LED light was applied onto the surface of the visual
cortex. Right, confocal image of a brain slice showing the expression of ChR2-EYFP in the V1 region (outlined by two dotted lines). Scale bar: 500 mm.
(F) Upper left, PSTHs for spike responses (bin size = 2ms) of a V1 L5 neuron to flash stimulation (0.2 s) without (black) and with (blue) co-applying LED illumination
(20 ms pulse duration, 25 Hz, 0.2 s long). Upper right, summary of average spike rates evoked by flash stimulation without (Flash) and with (F+LED) co-applying
LED illumination for 13 cells in five animals. Lower panel, PSTHs for spike responses of a neuron in the superficial layer of SC to flash stimulation without (black)
and with (blue) co-applying LED illumination on the visual cortex (left), and summary of percentage reduction of flash evoked spike rate under co-application of
LED illumination for 11 cells in five animals (right). ***p < 0.001, paired t test. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(G) Average speed profile of a mouse without (black) and with (blue) LED illumination on the visual cortex.
(H) Summary of modulation indices without and with LED illumination for nine animals. ***p < 0.001, paired t test. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(I) Experimental condition: AAV-ArchT was injected into the V1 of wild-type mice. Weeks later, green LED light was applied onto the SC surface. Right, images
showing ArchT expression in the V1 region (top) and corticofugal axon terminations in the SC (bottom). Scale: 500 mm. SL: superficial layer; IL, intermediate layer;
DL, deep layer.
(legend continued on next page)
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Notably, the LED illumination significantly reduced the spike re-
sponses of SC neurons to flash stimulation (Figure 2J), although
at a moderate level. In the meanwhile, it clearly reduced the
amplitude of the behavior evoked by flash stimulation (Figure 2K).
On average, MI was reduced by 22% (Figure 2L). In contrast, the
same LED illumination applied to control mice where GFP was
expressed in corticotectal axons did not significantly affect their
arrest behaviors (Figures S2E and S2F). Together, these results
strongly suggest that the V1 corticofugal projection to the SC
does play a role in mediating its modulation of the light-induced
behavior.
Initiation of the Arrest Behavior by V1 Activation
Our data above indicate that cortical activity enhances the visu-
ally evoked behavior. Would it be possible that this is achieved,
at least partially, by directly driving the behavior via the cortico-
tectal projection to the SC? To test this possibility, we injected
the AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP into the V1 of a L5-specific Cre mouse
line, Rpb4-Cre (Madisen et al., 2012), considering that cortico-
tectal projections originate mainly from L5 (Harvey and Wor-
thington, 1990; Oh et al., 2014). The EYFP-labeled L5 neurons
exhibited a characteristic apical dendrite extending into L1 (Fig-
ure 3A), consistent with their known morphology (Feng et al.,
2000; Sugino et al., 2006). Blue LED light applied to the cortical
surface could induce spiking activity of ChR2-expressing L5
neurons, as demonstrated by loose-patch recordings (Fig-
ure 3B). Notably, the optic activation of L5 neurons (50 ms on
and 50ms off, at 10 Hz, duration = 1 s) alone resulted in amarked
reduction in running speed (Figures 3C and 3D), similar to the
effect under flash stimulation. MI resulting from LED illumination
(0.72 ± 0.12,mean ± SD, n = 8) was comparable to that from flash
stimulation (p > 0.05, t test). Finally, control mice injected with
AAV-GFP did not respond to the same LED illumination (Figures
S3A–S3C), indicating that the optogenetically induced behavior
could not be attributed to an effect through stimulating the retina
under our experimental condition. Based on the above results,
we reasoned that the visual cortex might amplify the sensory-
induced arrest behavior and drive the behavior in the absence
of sensory input through a common neural pathway.
V1 Drives the Arrest Behavior via Corticotectal
Projections to the SC
To determine if the optogenetically induced behavior was also
mediated by corticotectal projections to the SC, in the Rpb4-
Cre mice injected with AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP in the V1, we
applied LED illumination onto the SC surface (see Figure S2D)
while silencing the V1 with muscimol as to prevent potential
antidromic stimulation of L5 neurons (Figure 3E). Loose-patch
recordings confirmed that spiking activity of V1 L5 neurons could
be silenced after injections of muscimol (Figures S3D and S3E).
Indeed, the optical activation of corticotectal projections from L5
alone resulted in a transient reduction of running speed, with the(J) Top, PSTHs for spike responses of a neuron in the superficial layer of SC to flash
(0.2 s). Bottom, percentage reduction of evoked spike rate under co-application
t test. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(K) Average speed profile of an example animal without (black) and with (green)
(L) Comparison of modulation indices without and with LED illumination for ten aresulting MI (0.71 ± 0.15, mean ± SD, n = 12) similar to that
induced by flash stimulation (p > 0.05, t test) (Figures 3F and
3G). As mentioned above, the corticotectal projections mainly
terminated in the superficial layer of SC (Figures 2I and 3E). We
next examined whether SC neurons indeed received cortical
input directly. In brain slices prepared from Rpb4-Cre mice in-
jected with AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP in the V1, we performed
whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from SC neurons in the
superficial (SL), intermediate (IL) and deep (DL) layers while
applying wide-field LED illumination to activate ChR2-express-
ing corticotectal axons. The slices were bathed in 1 mM TTX
and 1 mM 4-AP so that only monosynaptic responses could be
recorded (Cruikshank et al., 2010; Petreanu et al., 2009). We
found that SC neurons in the SL and IL, but not DL, received
direct excitatory input from the corticotectal axons (Figure 3H).
In addition, the input to SL neurons was much stronger than
that to IL neurons (Figure 3H). Based on these results, we next
tested whether the SL of SC mediated the arrest behavior
downstream of corticotectal projections. We injected AAV-
CaMKIIa-ChR2-EYFP into the SL of SC to express ChR2 in prin-
cipal neurons (Figure 3I). Blue LED illumination applied to the
surface of SC induced a reduction of running speed, with the re-
sulting MI (0.78 ± 0.13, mean ± SD, n = 12) comparable to that
under flash stimulation (p > 0.05, t test) (Figures 3J and 3K). Since
the SL of SC also receives direct retinal input (Sanes and Zipur-
sky, 2010), our results suggest that this layer can integrate visual
information from the retina and the cortex to generate visually
induced behaviors. Figure 3L summarizes the magnitudes of
behavioral responses under different experimental conditions.
Neuronal Correlates of Behavior in L5 and SC
To understand neuronal correlates of the behavior, we carried
out loose-patch recordings in the L5 of V1 and SL of SC in
wild-type animals while applying flashes of different durations
and intensities. As shown in Figure 4A, a typical L5 neuron ex-
hibited a distinct onset response, which appeared not much
affected by shorting the flash duration from 1 s to 1.6 ms. Quan-
tification of firing rates within a 100-ms window beginning from
the onset of spiking response to flash indicated that the ampli-
tude of the onset response remained roughly the same across
testing flash durations (Figure 4B, solid symbol). Similarly, a
typical SC neuron also exhibited an easily identifiable onset
response (Figure 4C), with its amplitude staying the same across
testing flash durations (Figure 4D, upper panel). These results
well explain why the magnitude of the behavioral response is
not exceptionally sensitive to flash duration and highlight the
remarkable sensitivity of the visual system to detect a stimulus
as long as its strength reaches a threshold. In addition, the SC-
neuron responses were reduced by a similar factor across
different stimuli after V1 was silenced by muscimol (Figure 4D,
bottom panel), which is consistent with the idea that cortical
input mainly exerts a gain control function (Zhao et al., 2014).stimulation (0.2 s) without (black) andwith (green) co-applying LED illumination
of LED illumination, recorded from 11 cells in ten animals. ***p < 0.001, paired
LED illumination.
nimals. ***p < 0.001, paired t test. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 759
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Figure 3. V1 Can Directly Drive an Arrest Behavior via the Corticotectal Projection to SC
(A) Experimental condition: AAV-DIO-ChR2 was injected into the V1 of Rbp4-Cre mice. Weeks later, blue LED light was applied to the cortical surface. Right,
image showing the expression of ChR2 in the V1 region. Scale bar: 500 mm.
(B) Top, raster plot of spikes of a V1 L5 neuron in response to ten pulses of LED light (50 ms pulse duration, 10 Hz). Each blue vertical bar indicates one LED pulse.
Bottom, corresponding PSTH. Inset, 50 superimposed individual spike waveforms. Scale: 50 pA, 1 ms.
(C) Average speed profile of an example animal in response to LED stimulation alone without flash.
(D) Summary of modulation indices resulting from LED stimulation only for eight animals. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(E) Experimental condition: AAV-DIO-ChR2was injected into the V1 of Rbp4-Cremice. Weeks later, blue LED light was applied onto the SCwhile V1 was silenced
with muscimol. Right, images showing the spread of muscimol in the cortex (top) and EYFP-labeled corticotectal axons in the SC (bottom). Scale: 500 mm.
(F) Average speed profile of an example animal in response to LED illumination (50 ms pulse duration, 10 Hz, 1 s long) on the SC without flash.
(G) Summary of modulation indices under LED illumination alone for 12 animals. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(H) Average monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) recorded from SL (n = 14), IL (n = 14), and DL (n = 11) SC neurons in the same slices evoked
by optical activation of corticotectal projections. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01, t test. Bar: SD. Top inset, average EPSCs of example neurons in each corresponding
layer of SC. Scale: 25 pA, 30 ms.
(I) Experimental condition: AAV-CamKIIa-ChR2 was injected into the superficial layer of SC. Weeks later, blue LED illumination was applied to the SC surface.
Right, image showing the expression of ChR2-EYFP in SC. Scale: 500 mm.
(J) Average speed profile of an example animal in response to LED illumination on the SC without flash.
(K) Summary of modulation indices under LED stimulation alone for 12 animals. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(L) Comparison of modulation indices under different conditions. V1 GFP: AAV-GFP was injected into V1, which serves as a control (n = 5 animals). ***p < 0.001,
one-way ANOVA post hoc test. Bar: SD.
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Figure 4. Characterization of Neuronal Re-
sponses in L5 and SC
(A) Spike responses of a V1 L5 neuron to flash
stimulation of different durations. Left, raster plots.
Bars mark the duration of flash. Right, corre-
sponding PSTHs (bin size = 10 ms). Scale: 70 Hz,
250 ms.
(B) Summary of firing rates at different durations
(n = 11 V1 L5 neurons). Solid symbol, firing rate
was measured within a 100 ms window after the
onset of response. Open symbol, firing rate was
measured within a time window equivalent to the
length of stimulus duration after the onset of
response. Bar: SD.
(C) Responses of a SC neuron to flash stimulation
of different durations. Scale: 150 Hz, 250 ms.
(D) Upper panel, summary of firing rates at
different durations (n = 11 SC neurons). Firing rate
was measured within a 100 ms window after the
onset of response. Lower panel, average per-
centage reduction of firing rates of SC neurons
after silencing the V1 (n = 11). Bar: SD. *p < 0.05,
paired t test.
(E) Responses of a V1 L5 neuron to flash stimula-
tion of different intensities (duration = 200 ms).
Scale: 50 Hz, 250 ms.
(F) Summary of firing rates at different intensities
(n = 10 V1 cells). Dash line indicates spontaneous
spike rate. Bar: SD.
(G) Responses of a SC neuron to flash stimulation
of different intensities. Scale: 60 Hz, 250 ms.
(H) Summary of firing rates at different intensities
(n = 14 SC cells). Bar: SD.Different from the results with varying flash durations, we found
that the onset responses of both L5 and SC neurons were
much more sensitive to the intensity of flash. The amplitude of
the onset response increased with increasing intensities, and
became saturated at moderately high intensities (Figures 4E–
4H). These neuronal responses agreed well with the behavioral
data (Figures 1J and 1K).
To further understand neural correlates of the optogenetically
induced behavior, we identified corticofugal L5 neurons by
searching for their spiking responses to LED illumination, using
Rpb4-Cre mice injected with AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP and the
same stimulation pattern in the aforementioned experiments.
As shown by a typical L5 neuron (Figure 5A), spiking responsesNeuron 86, 755were reliably elicited by each 50-ms pulse
of LED light. Firing rates were quickly
reduced with decreasing LED intensities,
and no evoked response was observed
at zero intensity (Figures 5A and 5B).
The response-intensity curve was largely
consistent with the behavioral data
when LED intensity was modulated (Fig-
ure 5C). Since both V1 and SC neurons
exhibited transient onset responses that
explained behaviors, we reasoned that
just one pulse of LED light might be suffi-
cient to simulate the flash-induced re-sponses. Indeed, one pulse of LED light elicited a transient spike
response of 19 ± 8 Hz in V1 neurons (Figure 5D), comparable to
their onset responses evoked by flash stimulation (Figure 4B,
solid symbol). Interestingly, just one pulse of LED light evoked
an arrest behavior of a similar magnitude as that evoked by a
train of LED pulses (Figure 5D). This raises an interesting possi-
bility that the magnitude of the behavioral response may be
determined critically by the transient spike rate increase close
to the stimulus onset.
Functional Specificity of V1 Corticofugal Projections
The corticofugal projections from L5 of V1 terminate not only in
the SC but also in the lateral posterior thalamic nucleus (LP)–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 761
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Figure 5. Characterization of V1 Responses
to LED Stimulation
(A) Raster plots of spike responses of a ChR2-
expressing L5 neuron (Rpb4-Cre) to a train of LED
pulses (10 pulses at 10 Hz) at different intensity
levels. Bar labels the duration of each LED pulse
(50 ms).
(B) Summary of firing rates at different intensity
levels of LED stimulation (n = 17 V1 L5 neurons).
Firing rate was measured within the entire time
window for the LED train. Bar: SD.
(C) MIs measured at different LED intensity levels.
Data points for the same animal are connected by
lines. n = 7 animals. Bar: SD.
(D) Left panel, PSTH for spikes of a L5 neuron to
one pulse (50 ms) of LED stimulation (top, in-
tensity = 7.2 mW), and summary spike rates of 9
L5 neurons (bottom). Right panel, comparison of
MIsmeasured at one pulse (n = 6) versus 10 pulses
(n = 7) of LED stimulation. Each open symbol
represents one animal. Solid symbol represents
mean ± SD.and dorsomedial striatum, as revealed by the anterograde
tracing of EYFP-labeled L5 axons (Figure 6A). This observation
is consistent with previous anatomical studies (Feng et al.,
2000; Larsen et al., 2007; Sugino et al., 2006). To understand
how much V1 neurons projecting to different target regions
might overlap, we injected retrograde tracers of different colors
into the SC, LP, and dorsomedial striatum, respectively (Fig-
ure 6B). We found that V1 neurons targeting the three different
regions exhibited little overlap. In general, only about 2.5% of
labeled corticofugal neurons targeted more than one region
(Figure 6C). In addition, neurons targeting different regions
exhibited differential laminar distribution patterns (Figure 6B).
The striatum-projecting neurons were located in L5 and upper
L2/3, the LP-projecting neurons were in L5 and deep L6, and
the SC-projecting neurons were in L5 only. While these projec-
tion patterns suggest segregated corticofugal outputs, we
further examined potential involvements of the projections to
the LP and striatum in the arrest behavior. In brain slices
prepared from Rbp4-Cre mice injected with AAV-DIO-ChR2-
EYFP in the V1, we performed whole-cell recordings while illu-
minating corticofugal axons in the LP and striatal regions,
respectively (Figures 6D and 6H). The recordings confirmed
that LP as well as dorsomedial striatal neurons received direct
excitatory input from corticofugal axons (Figures 6E and 6I). In
the head-fixed animals, we implanted an optic fiber to illumi-
nate the LP or dorsomedial striatum, respectively, while
silencing the V1 with muscimol (Figures 6D and 6H). The
optical activation of corticofugal projections in none of
these areas induced an obvious change in running speed,
although the animals were able to respond to flash stimulation
normally (Figures 6F, 6G, 6J, and 6K). Together, our data
indicate that L5 corticofugal projections to the LP and striatum762 Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.are unlikely to account for the light-
induced arrest behavior. These results
support a concept that L5 corticofugal
neurons are segregated into differentsubpopulations depending on their targets, which may be
specialized for distinct functions.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a head-fixed preparation to investi-
gate neural pathways underlying sensory-evoked innate behav-
iors. We found that upon a sudden flash of light as short as
milliseconds, a running mouse transiently suspended locomo-
tion. This behavior is likely related to, or is a component of
defense responses to aversive stimuli, as bright light signals
potential dangers to rodents and suspension of locomotion
allows the animals to have a better investigation of its surround-
ings. It is also possible that the behavior reflects a change of
attention, as it has been reported previously that the SC can
be involved in shifting attention without any overt movements
(Kustov and Robinson, 1996). The animal resumes running while
the light is still on, probably because no tangible danger occurs.
The arrest behavior depends critically on the normal activity of
SC. By reversible optogenetic inactivation, we demonstrated
that V1 activity increases the magnitude of the behavioral
response via its corticotectal projections to the SC by (at least
partially) enhancing the SC-neuron responses to the visual stim-
ulus that evokes the behavior. More importantly, optogenetic
activation of V1 L5 neurons, their corticotectal axons in the SC,
or SC neurons receiving corticotectal inputs directly triggers
the behavior, confirming the roles of these neural substrates in
its production.
In a previous open-field study, it has been found that the onset
of bright light temporarily increases locomotion of rats (Godsil
and Fanselow, 2004). Here we showed that bright light
temporarily reduces locomotion of mice. Several factors may
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Figure 6. Corticofugal Projections to Other Targets Are Unlikely to Account for the Arrest Behavior
(A) Left, image of ChR2-EYFP expressing neurons in the V1 of a Rbp4-Cre mouse. Right, fluorescence-labeled corticofugal axons in the SC, LP, and striatum
(outlined), respectively. Scale: 500 mm.
(B) Retrograde tracing of corticofugal neurons. Left, retrograde tracers of blue, green, and red colors were injected into the superficial SC, LP, and dorsomedial
striatum, respectively. Right, distribution of labeled neurons in the V1. Scale: 500 mm.
(C) Quantification of overlap between corticofugal neurons projecting to different targets. Neuron numbers were normalized to the total number of labeled
corticofugal neurons.
(D) Experimental condition for head-fixed animals: AAV-ChR2 was injected into the V1 of wild-type mice. Weeks later, blue LED light was applied to the LP
via an implanted optic fiber, and the V1 was silenced by muscimol. Right, image showing the track of the implanted optic fiber. Scale: 500 mm.
Hippo.: hippocampus.
(E) Average monosynaptic EPSC amplitudes recorded from 12 LP neurons (in 5 slices) in response to a blue LED pulse (20 ms duration). Bar: SD. Top inset,
average EPSC trace of an example neurons. Arrow marks the onset of LED pulse. Scale: 20 pA, 50 ms. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(F) Average speed trace of an example animal under flash only (black) or LED illumination of the LP only (blue).
(G) Summary of modulation indices under LED illumination of the LP. There is no significant difference from zero (p > 0.05, one-sample t test, n = 8 sessions from
four animals). Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(H) LED illumination was applied to the dorsomedial striatum (str.). Right, image showing the track of the implanted optic fiber. Scale: 500 mm.
(I) Average monosynaptic EPSC amplitudes recorded from 15 dorsomedial striatal neurons (in five slices) in response to optical stimulation of corticofugal axons
in the striatum. Scale for top inset: 50 pA, 50 ms. Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
(J) Average speed trace of an example animal in response to flash only (black) and to LED illumination of the striatum only (blue).
(K) Summary of modulation indices under LED illumination. There is no significant difference from zero (p > 0.05, one-sample t test, n = 9 sessions from four
animals). Solid symbol represents mean ± SD.
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contribute to the discrepancy of the results. First, the speed
recording in our experiment was in real time and had a high tem-
poral resolution, while in the previous study the behaviors were
manually scored with time scales of minutes, which may fail to
detect transient changes in behavior. Second, we used relatively
brief flashes of light, while in the previous study light was on for
minutes. It is possible that extended light exposure would even-
tually increase locomotion. Third, we tested behaviors of running
animals while in the previous study the initial behavioral state
was not selected. In animals with initial non-running states, we
did observe that light flashes resulted running in a small percent-
age of trials (Figures S1B and S1C). The temporary arrest
behavior observed in this study also appears different from the
looming-evoked freezing behavior. In freezing, the animal stands
completely motionless as long as the looming stimulus is still
present (Yilmaz and Meister, 2013), whereas in the temporary
arrest behavior the animal may not be completely motionless
(see the Movies S1 and S2) and motion quickly recovers. It is
likely that looming signals a much higher level of danger than a
flash of light and that freezing represents a much stronger fear
response than the transient arrest of motion. Interestingly, a
similar arrest behavior was also observed when a decrement
of light was applied (Figures S1D and S1E), suggesting that
the animal is highly sensitive to sudden changes of its visual
environment.
The SC is generally thought as a sensory-motor center
(Gandhi and Katnani, 2011). It plays a prominent role in a
variety of visually guided orientation as well as defensive be-
haviors (Gandhi and Katnani, 2011; McHaffie et al., 2005;
Schenberg et al., 2005). Consistent with this notion, we found
that SC activity can largely account for the light-evoked arrest
behavior. SC neurons respond robustly to the visual stimulus
that evokes the behavior, and the sensitivity of SC-neuron re-
sponses to physical features of the stimulus is in accordance
with that of the behavioral response. Most importantly,
silencing SC neuron spiking essentially eliminates the behavior.
While the finding that SC mediates the visually induced
behavior is not surprising, it would be interesting to identify
the structures downstream of SC producing the behavior in
future studies.
By optogenetically silencing the V1, we demonstrated that V1
activity contributes to about one third of the behavioral
response evoked by flash stimulation (Figure 2H). On the other
hand, photoactivation of the V1 alone evokes behavioral re-
sponses at a similar level as those evoked by sensory stimuli
(Figure 3L). We noticed that the photo-simulation in our exper-
iments elicited stronger V1 responses than the sensory stim-
ulus (30 Hz versus 8 Hz; compare Figures 5B and 4B, open
symbol). This may explain the different levels of V1 contribution
to the behavioral response. Indeed, by reducing the intensity
of LED light, we did observe a smaller behavioral response to
the activation of V1 alone (Figure 5C). It is worth noting that
V1 is not the only source of corticotectal inputs to the SC,
as secondary visual cortical areas also project axons to the
SC, which mainly terminate in its intermediate layer. Thus, the
total cortical contribution to the behavior is likely higher than
what is estimated by silencing the V1. There are at least seven
extrastriate areas in the mouse visual cortex (Marshel et al.,764 Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.2011; Andermann et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Polack and
Contreras, 2012). Delineating the contribution of each of these
areas to the behavior will be an interesting topic for future
studies.
A number of previous studies have investigated the impact of
cortical inputs on SC responses to visual stimuli (Hoffmann and
Straschill, 1971; Ogasawara et al., 1984; Rosenquist and Palmer,
1971; Wang et al., 2010; Wickelgren and Sterling, 1969), with
some reporting facilitating or suppressive effects and others re-
porting no effect. In the cat, Sprague and colleagues reported
that, following unilateral ablation of the entire visual cortex, the
animal ignores the visual stimuli on the affected visual field
(Sprague, 1966), but the visual deficit is alleviated after blocking
inputs to the SC from the contralateral SC or other structures
(Ciaramitaro et al., 1997; Durmer and Rosenquist, 2001;
Sprague, 1966; Wallace et al., 1989). This raises an interesting
hypothesis that the cortex may provide excitatory input to the
SC to counterbalance inhibition from the contralateral SC or
other sources (Sprague, 1966). More recently, a study in awake
mice (Zhao et al., 2014) has shown that visual cortical input
approximately doubles looming-evoked responses of SC neu-
rons and pointed out that the previous inconsistent results could
be due to differences in anesthesia and the method to remove
cortical input (ablation versus acute silencing). Here, in awake
mice using a similar optogenetic silencing method, we found
that responses of SC neurons to flash stimuli were reduced by,
on average, 23% after silencing the V1. Although the reduction
is smaller compared to Zhao et al. (2014) study, which may be
due to different stimuli applied, our results support the notion
that visual cortex strengthens SC responses by providing
direct excitatory input via corticotectal projections, therefore
enhancing the SC-dependent behavioral output. In addition,
our results are consistent with expected effects of shifting the
balance between cortical excitation and inhibition from the
contralateral SC or other sources, as proposed for the ‘‘Sprague
effect.’’ Since the cortex is subject to profound regulation by the
animal’s internal state (Gentet et al., 2010; Niell and Stryker,
2010; Xu et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014), this cortex-SC interac-
tion may provide a neural substrate for voluntary modulation of
innate visual behaviors. Similar visual cortical modulation
through corticotectal projections may also mediate looming-
induced defense behaviors.
Surprisingly, the presumably modulatory corticofugal projec-
tion can be strong enough to directly drive the behavior by its
activation alone. This finding highlights the likelihood that the pri-
mary sensory cortex can initiate motor behaviors through the
same corticofugal projections that play a role in its modulating
sensory-induced behaviors. Considering that V1 itself receives
projections from many higher cognitive areas (e.g., anterior
cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex) (Zhang et al., 2014; Zingg
et al., 2014), it is possible that through top-down controls of
the V1 and then midbrain sensory-motor centers, even in the
absence of immediate threatening stimuli, the animals are able
to produce defense behaviors as to prepare for anticipated
dangers. Taken together, our study reveals an important role of
corticofugal systems in controlling innate defense-related be-
haviors. It remains to be investigated whether this role is general
across different sensory systems.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Head-Fixed Animal Preparation
All experimental procedures used in this study were approved by the Animal
Care and Use Committee at the University of Southern California. C57BL/6J
mice aged 10–16weekswere used in this study. Bothmale and female animals
were used.Micewere housedwith reversed light-dark cycles with light on from
9:00 PM to 9:00 AM. Flying saucer pet exercise wheels were placed in their
home cages. 1 week before behavioral tests, mice were anesthetized with iso-
flurane (1.5% by volume) and a screw for head fixation was mounted on top of
the skull with dental cement, as previously described (Xiong et al., 2013; Zhou
et al., 2014). Afterward 0.1 mg/kg buprenorphine was injected subcutaneously
before theywere returned to home cages. During the recovery period, themice
were trained to run on the recording plate for 3 to 4 days. The plate was flat and
could rotate smoothly around its center. To fix the head, the head screw was
tightly fit into a metal post. Only well-trained animals that spent most of their
time (>80%) running on the plate were used later for behavioral assays. One
day before electrophysiological recordings or some behavioral tests that did
not require implantation of cannula, the mouse was anesthetized with isoflur-
ane and craniotomy was made over the V1 (2.6 mm, lateral to midline; 3.9 mm
posterior to bregma), SC (0.8 mm, lateral to midline; 3.9 mm posterior to
bregma), LP (1.37 mm, lateral to midline; 1.75 mm posterior to bregma), or
dorsomedial striatum (1.25 mm, lateral to midline; 0.5 mm anterior to bregma)
region accordingly. The eyelid for the left eye was sutured. The following re-
cordings and tests were all performed in a sound attenuation booth (Acoustic
Systems) during the dark cycle.
Behavioral Tests in Head-Fixed Animals
The animal was fixed via a metal post. The left eye was further patched by a
piece of black tape. Each behavioral test session lasted for half an hour and
contained usually 20–25 trials. Between sessions, the animals were allowed
to rest for at least half an hour. Each animal was tested for no more than five
sessions each day. Each animal was tested for at least 20 trials for individual
experimental conditions. The animals were given drops of 5% sucrose be-
tween sessions. During the test, the rotation speed of the plate was detected
by an optical sensor and recorded in real time (Zhou et al., 2014). The behavior
of the animal was also monitored with a video camera. The speed profile of the
animal was aligned according to the onset of flash and averaged by trials. In
the average speed profile, V0 and V2 were measured as the average speed
within a 3 s window immediately before and 10 s after the onset of flash. To
measure V1, the minimum speed was first identified within a 2 s window after
the onset of flash. V1 was calculated as the average speed within a 0.5 s win-
dow centered on the time point for this minimum speed.
Behavioral Test in Freely Moving Animals
To test light-triggered behaviors in freely moving mice, two boxes connected
by a tube were used. A white LED source was attached to one end of the tube.
An infrared sensor was placed in the middle of the tube. A camera was used to
record the location of the animal. The animal was placed in the box environ-
ment several hours before the behavioral test. During the test, when the animal
was running through the tunnel, its passing the infrared sensor occasionally
triggered turning on of a 1 s light flash in front of the animal. The location of
the animal was analyzed offline, and its moving speed was calculated from
video images. Each animal was tested for five trials, with inter-trial intervals
varying between 5 and 15 min. V1 was calculated as the average speed within
0.5 s window centered on the time point for the minimum speed identified
within a 2 s window after the onset of flash. V0 and V2 were measured as the
average speed within a 1 s window immediately before flash and when speed
appeared recovered.
In Vivo Recordings in Awake Animals
Loose-patch andmulti-unit recordings were performedwith patch pipettes, as
previously described (Xiong et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014). For loose-patch
recording, a pipette was filled with an artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF)
(126 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM Na2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM
MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM glucose). For multi-unit recording, a pipette
was filled with 1mM NaCl. Signals were recorded with an Axopatch 200Bamplifier (Molecular Devices) under voltage-clampmode. Signals were filtered
with a 100–5,000 Hz band-pass filter. For recording from PV cells, we used
glass pipettes with a relatively small tip opening (10 MU) that increased
chances of encountering inhibitory neurons. PV cells expressing ChR2 were
searched and identified based on their responses to blue LED stimulation.
Pyramidal neurons in L5 were blindly recorded with pipettes of a larger tip
opening (4 MU). We have shown previously that this pipette parameter would
result in biased sampling almost exclusively from pyramidal neurons (Wu et al.,
2008). L5 cells expressing ChR2 were searched and identified based on their
responses to blue LED stimulation. The depth of the recording was determined
based on the pipette travel distance from the pia and was confirmed in a few
cases with histology.
Viral Injection
Viral injections were performed as we previously described (Li et al., 2013a; Li
et al., 2013b). Adult Rbp4-Cre (MMRRC), Pvalb-Cre3 Ai14 tdTomato reporter
(The Jackson Laboratory), and wild-type C57BL/6J (The Jackson Laboratory)
mice were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane. A small cut was made on the
skin covering the left V1 or SC. A 0.2 mm craniotomy was made over the
V1 (2.6 mm, lateral to midline; 3.9 mm posterior to bregma; 0.6 mm down
from pia) or SC (0.8 mm, lateral to midline; 3.9 mm posterior to bregma;
1.4 mm down from pia) region. The following AAV vectors encoding ChR2,
ArchT, or GFP were used depending on the purpose of experiments and strain
of mice: AAV1.CaMKIIa.hChR2(H134R)-eYFP.WPRE.hGH (UPenn vector
core, Addgene 26969), AAV9.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R)-EYFP.WPRE.hGH
(UPenn vector core, Addgene 20298), AAV1-CAG-FLEX-ArchT-GFP (UNC
vector core, Addgene 28307), and AAV1.CamKII0.4.eGFP.WPRE.rBG (UPenn
vector core). Viral solution was delivered using a beveled glass micropipette
(tip diameter: 40 mm) attached to a microsyringe pump (World Precision
Instruments). For each injection, 100 nl of viral solution was injected at a rate
of 20 nl/min. Right after each injection, the pipette was allowed to rest for
4 min before withdrawal. The scalp was then sutured. Following the surgery,
0.1 mg/kg buprenorphine was injected subcutaneously before returning the
animals back to their home cages. Mice were allowed to recover for at least
3 weeks.
Retrograde Tracer Injection and Imaging
For retrograde tracer injections into the SC, LP (1.37 mm, lateral to midline;
1.75mm posterior to bregma; 2.75 mmdown from pia), and dorsomedial stria-
tum (1.25 mm, lateral to midline; 0.5 mm posterior to bregma; 2.2 mm down
from pia), 80 nl of fluorescently conjugated Cholera Toxin subunit B (CTb
488, 555, or 647, 0.25%; Invitrogen) was injected into each location, respec-
tively, through a pulled glass micropipette using the pressure injection method
(Zingg et al., 2014). After 5–7 days, the animal was deeply anesthetized and
transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brain tissue was sliced
into 150 mm sections using a vibratome, and sections were mounted onto
glass slides and imaged using a confocal microscope (Olympus).
Flash and LED Stimulation
Software for the control of flash, LED stimulation, and data acquisition was
custom developed in LabVIEW (National Instruments). For behavioral tests
of varying flash intensities, white light from a LED source at five intensities
(0–20 mW, spaced at 5 mW) was delivered pseudo-randomly. In all other ex-
periments, flash intensity was fixed at 10 mW. Only when the inter-stimulus in-
terval (ISI) becameR 1 min and the animal ran at a speed of > 10 cm/s for at
least 2 s was a trigger signal for flash given. Flash stimulation was repeated for
at least 20 trials to generate an average time-dependent speed profile.
To activate ChR2, a 1-s-long (or 0.2-s-long) train of blue (470 nm) LED light
pulses (pulse duration = 50 ms or 20 ms, at 10 Hz or 25 Hz) was delivered. For
behavioral tests with varying LED intensities, LED light at four intensities (0, 2.4,
7.2, and 12 mW, measured at the tip of the optic fiber) was delivered pseudo-
randomly. In all other experiments, LED intensity was fixed 12mW. To activate
ArchT, a 1-s-long (or 0.2-s-long) green (530 nm) LED pulse (12 mV) was deliv-
ered. The trials with flash stimulation only and with flash plus LED stimulation
were interleaved.
To activate PV neurons or L5 neurons in the V1, an optic fiber (400 mm, Thor-
labs) connecting to an LED source (470 nm, Thorlabs) was positioned close toNeuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 765
the surface of V1. The tip of the optic fiber was covered first by clear agar and
then by thick agar stained with black pigments to prevent light leakage. To
stimulate deeper structures such as the SC, LP, and striatum, an optic fiber
patch cord (400 mm Core, 0.39 NA, Thorlabs) connecting the LED light source
to the implanted cannula was secured by a hard plastic sleeve (Thorlabs). The
implantation was made in the mouse anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5%) and
mounted to the head-fix apparatus. A craniotomy over the target area (SC, LP,
and striatum) was made. The cannula was lowered with a motion controller
(Siskiyou) to the desired depth (SCSL: 800 mm; LP: 2,400 mm; striatum:
1,750 mm) according to the coordinates in mouse brain atlas. The cannula
was then secured on the skull by dental cement. All implants were made in
the left hemisphere. For SC stimulation, since the part of SC under study
(medial SC) was overlaid largely by the retrosplenial cortex, there was little
damage to the visual cortex, especially V1. However, potential damage to
the retrosplenial cortex could not be excluded. The animal was allowed to
rest for at least 2 days before behavioral test sessions. After each experiment,
the brain was sectioned and imaged with a fluorescence microscope to
confirm the expression of ChR2-EYFP or ArchT-GFP.
Silencing of Brain Structures
We used two methods. In the first method, fluorescent muscimol (1.5 mM, Life
Technologies), an agonist of GABAA receptors, was used to silence a targeted
brain region (Liu et al., 2007). The fluorescent muscimol solution (0.5 mM in
ACSF with 5%DMSO) was injected via a glass micropipette with a tip opening
of about 2 mm in diameter. To silence the V1, the pipette was inserted to a
depth of 400 mm below the cortical surface. For SC silencing, the pipette
was inserted to a depth of 1,400 mm. Solutions were injected under a pressure
of 2 to 3 psi for 5 min. The injected volume was estimated to be around 100–
150 nl, as measured in mineral oil. The spread of muscimol (Allen et al., 2008)
could be precisely measured by fluorescence imaging. 1 hr after the injection,
the animal was transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS.
100-mm coronal brain sections were made with a vibratome (Leica Microsys-
tems) and imaged under a confocal microscope (Olympus). For optogenetic
silencing, AAV9.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R)-EYFP.WPRE.hGH was injected
into the V1 of Pvalb-Cre 3 Ai14 mice. Although the primary visual cortical re-
gion was targeted, viral infection was often observed in the regions surround-
ing the V1 as well. In each animal, injections were made in two sites at two
depths (300 and 600 mm below the surface). After a recovery period, blue
LED light was applied to cortical surface to activate PV neurons, which in
turn silenced the cortical excitatory neurons (Li et al., 2013a; Li et al., 2013b)
Slice Preparation and Recording
Acute brain slices were prepared from viral injectedmice after behavioral tests.
Following the urethane anesthesia, the animal was decapitated and the brain
was rapidly removed and immersed in an ice-cold dissection buffer (composi-
tion: 60 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 115 mM
sucrose, 10 mM glucose, 7 mM MgCl2, and 0.5 mM CaCl2; bubbled with
95% O2 and 5% CO2; pH = 7.4). Brain slices of 350 mm thickness containing
the SC, LP, or striatal regions were cut in a coronal plane using a vibrating
microtome (Leica VT1000s). Slices were allowed to recover for 30min in a sub-
mersion chamber filled with warmed (35C) ACSF and then to cool gradually to
the room temperature until recording. Cells were visualized with IR-DIC micro-
scopy (Olympus BX51WI). Patch pipettes (Kimax) with4 to 5MU impedance
were used for whole-cell recordings. Recording pipettes contained 130 mM
K-gluconate, 4 mM KCl, 2 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 0.2 mM EGTA, 4 mM
ATP, 0.3mMGTP, and 14mMphosphocreatine (pH, 7.25; 290mOsm). Signals
were recorded with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices) under
voltage clamp mode (clamping potential = 70 mV), filtered at 2 kHz, and
sampled at 10 kHz. 1 mM TTX and 1 mM 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) was added
to the external solution in order to block polysynaptic responses (Cruikshank
et al., 2010; Petreanu et al., 2009). For optic activation of ChR2, a mercury
Arc lamp was used as the light source. The light was collimated and coupled
to the microscope’s epifluorescence pathway and was passed through a blue
filter. A calibrated aperture placed at the conjugated focal plane of the imaged
slice was used to control the size of the illumination area, which covered the
entire region of interest. A pulse of blue light (5 ms duration) was delivered
through an electronic shutter (Vincent Associates).766 Neuron 86, 755–767, May 6, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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